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Abstract—The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) distance ranging sys-
tem is a critical component of transportation automation, includ-
ing the railroad industry. Although the mainline rail traffic is
strictly regulated by sophisticated train control and dispatching
systems, self-propelled rail vehicles, such as maintenance-of-way
equipment and light rail vehicles, still rely on the safety discre-
tion of human operators. To support both safety protection and
autonomous operations for these vehicles, a fine-grained V2V
ranging system is needed. This paper presents our design of a
decentralized, high-resolution, short distance V2V ranging system
based on ultra-wideband (UWB) impulse radio (IR) technology,
implemented by commercial UWB sensors and customized algo-
rithms. A field-testing case study has been conducted to validate
the system performance on full-sized self-propelled rail vehicles.
The test results quantified the concerned performance parameters
of UWB technology for the chosen use case and proved both the
operational concepts and the functional design in this study. Our
methodology in algorithm design, field-testing, and analytical data
metrics should provide implications for applying UWB to other
evolving use cases of intelligent rail transportation. At the end of
this paper, we evaluate the system capability using ROS simulation
and conclude the lessons learned from the system design.

Index Terms—Rail transportation, railroad communication,
ultra-wideband technology, V2V ranging.

NOMENCLATURE

AV Autonomous Vehicle.
CAS Collision Avoidance System.
DOE Department of Energy.
DOT Department of Transportation.
DRTLS Decawave Real Time Location System.
DSRC Dedicated Short-Range Communications.
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FCC Federal Communications Commission.
FPS Frame per Second.
FRA Federal Railroad Administration.
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System.
GPS Global Positioning System.
IR Impulse Radio.
LiDAR Light Detection and Ranging.
LOS Line-of-Sight.
LRV Light Rail Vehicle.
MOW Maintenance-of-Way.
NLOS Non-Line-of-Sight.
RF Radio Frequency.
ROS Robot Operating System.
RTD Round-Trip Delay.
STD Standard Deviation.
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access.
TWR Two-Way-Ranging.
UWB Ultra-Wideband.

I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENTLY, most self-propelled rail vehicles require
human operators to control their movements. Similar to the

behaviors of single-lane highway traffic, these vehicles usually
travel in a platoon on a rail track for the purposes of revenue
moves, equipment repositioning, or roadway maintenance [1],
[2]. Typical examples of these vehicles include trams/light rail
vehicles (LRV) and maintenance-of-way (MOW) equipment.
Common train control and signaling systems can only regulate
the entire convoy, while the movements of individual vehicles
are often neglected [1]. However, even with relatively-slow
operating speeds, collisions inside the convoy may still happen
from human errors, introducing property damage, casualties, and
disruptions to normal operations.

Meanwhile, new concepts of autonomous railcars with in-
dependent motions have been proposed under trending studies.
For example, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) recently
awarded a research grant to a proposal for battery-powered
autonomous “container railcar” to evaluate its system metrics
and energy performance [3]. Such autonomous railcars, along
with conventional self-propelled rail vehicles, desire an effec-
tive vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) ranging system to provide both
automation support and safety reinforcement.
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Fig. 1. Examples of self-propelled rail vehicles: (a) LRV © Peter Li. (b) Street
tram © Derek Yu. (c) Rail tamper © Harvey Henkelman. (d) Hi-rail truck ©
Michael Hicks. (e) Track ballast regulator © Marcus Wong. (f) Conceptual
autonomous container railcar, image courtesy of Parallel Systems [3].

Recent developments in ultra-wideband (UWB) impulse radio
(IR) technology sparked many promising use cases in the trans-
portation industry. Distributed UWB networks with ranging and
cooperative positioning functions can reach centimeter-level ac-
curacy without infrastructure support [4], [5]. Especially, the ad-
vantages of UWB technology perform in the very favor of V2V
ranging applications, applicable to both highway autonomous
vehicles (AV) and intelligent rail systems.

Besides its dominating advantage of ranging accuracy, UWB
technology also has very flexible networking protocols, relaxed
regulation, low-cost transceivers available in the market, low
noise level to co-exist with traditional radios, and a growing
community for technical support. Additionally, top-tier smart-
phone manufacturers such as Apple and Samsung have started
to equip their products with UWB modules. The trend of UWB
technology gives the reins to this research to consider its appli-
cations for rail industry innovations.

In this paper, we present the design of a UWB-based co-
operative V2V ranging system for self-propelled rail vehicles,
and tested it on a full-scale operational environment in collab-
oration with a major freight railroad company in the United
States. In addition to the field-testing results, we assessed the
system performance, stability, and design credibility using ROS
simulations. Key contributions of this study are:
� The work demonstrates a novel methodology of mi-

grating the off-the-shelf UWB positioning system to a
multi-station, infrastructure-free, mutual V2V ranging
system for rail vehicles. The adopted concepts and re-
engineering processes shall inspire diversified applications
in varied sectors.

� This paper showcases a pioneering design-build-test cycle
of UWB in a rail-centric application environment.

� The work highlights a holistic package covering vehicles’
mutual distance awareness, data exchange and networking,
infrastructure independence, and deployment flexibility.

� The field-testing and simulation results validate our de-
sign’s technological capability and versatility in assisting
the selected rail use case. Operational scenarios that are
impractical to test have been previewed in the simulations.
During field tests, the system has achieved centimeter-level
V2V ranging accuracy at a high rate of 10+ Hz in the
absence of supplementary systems.

� The system assessment reveals both strengths and weak-
nesses in the current design, serving as the benchmark for
relevant rail-UWB integrations, paving ways for additional
use case formulation.

The paper is organized as follows:
First, we will conduct a literature review on the problem

statement and related work. Then we elaborate on our engineer-
ing implementation, algorithms, and the field-testing processes
for the proposed UWB V2V ranging system, followed by the
analyses of test results. To further explore the global stability and
convergence conditions, we replicate the system in an ROS simu-
lator, operating it repetitively under extended scenarios. Finally,
we discuss the work contribution, system integration options,
lessons-learned, and potential improvements. The paper will be
wrapped up with conclusions and expectations for future work.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

According to U.S. Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
accident records [6], a total of 122 accidents involving self-
propelled rail vehicles took place from 2016 to 2021, leading to
$11.3 million worth of damage and 382 injuries. FRA records
indicated that human errors contributed to all of these accidents
[7]. Mostly, the operators failed to stop the vehicle short of the
adjacent one. The number of these accidents could be greatly
reduced if a V2V distance ranging system were in place to
improve the situational awareness of the operators.

In the global rail industry, the location and separation dis-
tance of trains are often inferred from centralized signaling and
train control systems, using Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) or track-borne devices [8] (e.g., transponder or balise).
However, GNSS will not operate inside tunnels or covered
structures; its resolution also suffers in harsh satellite radio
conditions, such as urban canyons and deep valleys, introducing
complete signal loss or significant errors up to 40 meters [9],
[10], [11]. Track-borne transponder technologies can be affected
by cumulative errors from wheel creepage and slippage [12], and
they only cover mainline tracks on primary corridors [13], [14]
with the dependency on the cumbersome infrastructure.

For self-propelled on-track vehicles that are ubiquitous over
the entire rail network, these said systems are insufficient to
either guarantee accuracy, or provide decent reliability and
functional coverage. Besides, to achieve timely safety responses,
it is ideal to have vehicles exchange their high-resolution prox-
imity information cooperatively with low latency. Therefore,
a precise, distributed, lightweight, and infrastructure-free V2V
ranging system is preferred over these centralized implementa-
tions [15]. Notably, self-propelled rail vehicles have relatively-
slow operational speeds. Thus, such a V2V ranging system must
outperform in short ranges with superior granularity. As further
explained in Section III, UWB technology shall be qualified to
supply all these features.

III. RELATED WORK

To narrow our research scope and secure the choice of technol-
ogy, we reviewed the related literature on general V2V ranging
systems, categorized by two different methodologies: egocentric
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ranging and cooperative ranging. These methodologies are also
referenced in the trending research on highway autonomous ve-
hicles (AV) ([10], [11]). In virtue of the analogical traffic pattern
between self-propelled rail vehicles and highway automobiles
[1], [2], we argue that such methodologies in highway studies
are also applicable to our specific rail problem: because the
fixed-guideway rail systems present a “better-controlled envi-
ronment” [16] than roadway vehicular operations. Therefore,
we can transfer the knowledge for AV studies to the rail-domain
problem of self-propelled rail vehicles. The different approaches
are reviewed below.

A. Egocentric Ranging

The egocentric approach does not require the ranging coun-
terpart to participate in the ranging activities of the ego vehicle
[11]. In practice, it covers not only applications of V2V, but
also those of V2X (vehicle-to-everything). The frontier solutions
often present low capital cost, fallback, and “turnkey” features
[17], [18]. Egocentric implementations can be phased-in towards
existing transportation systems, capable of handling miscella-
neous objects. Currently, the technological bases of egocentric
systems span over LiDAR (laser scanner, [19], [20], [21], [22]),
mmWave radar ([20], [23], [24]), egocentric UWB radar ([25],
[26], different from communication-based UWB), and camera
vision perception ([27], [28]) for generic ranging and detection
purposes. Typically, no communication links can be established
between the ego vehicle and the ranging objects. Therefore, sole
egocentric systems do not support mutual perception.

In the rail industry, two recent egocentric ranging studies have
been carried out by the teams of Wang et al. Both systems
implemented fused visual sensors [22], [24]. The proposal in
[22] integrated machine vision with LiDAR for simultaneous
object detection and distance measurement in subway. With rich
tunnel and underground conditions, they achieved decimeter-
level train-to-train ranging accuracy. In [24], they combined
mmWave radar with computer vision AI to achieve egocen-
tric positioning for trains, which can supply absolute positions
for effective V2V ranging. However, the meter-level accuracy
achieved in this study is suboptimal. For urban street trams, Lüy
et al. designed a collision avoidance system based on LiDAR
[29]. This system exposed the limitations of the relatively-low
update rate and difficulties in object differentiation for LiDAR.
Camera-based systems using machine vision 3D-reconstruction
can be found in [1], [2], [30] for rail use cases. In these studies,
ranging inputs depend on the calibration by the prior knowledge
of fixed dimensions of common objects, such as the rail gauge.
Unfortunately, these monocular approaches also suffered from
low accuracy and indecisive perception.

Camera and LiDAR systems are susceptible to the envi-
ronment, which generates noisy data that impair their ranging
performance [11]. Egocentric UWB radar systems [25], [26]
are no exception to this. Although UWB radar could potentially
favor sensitive motion tracking with millimeter-level resolution
([31], [32]), the open-air harsh radio environment in railroad
has a large amount of metal reflecting surfaces from vehicle
bodies and the infrastructure, causing devastating difficulties
of signal occlusion and reflection for ranging [33]. Besides,

computer vision AI-based approaches often require expensive
edge-computing power for real-time processing in onboard hosts
[34], which limits both the scalability and the cost-effectiveness
for many scenarios.

B. Cooperative Ranging

In cooperative ranging, vehicles exchange rich data through
V2V communication links to share proximity perception. There
are two general approaches to cooperative V2V ranging in trend-
ing studies: absolute position difference and radio round-trip
delay (RTD) calculation.

In absolute position difference, vehicles exchange absolute
positions (e.g., geodetic coordinates) in real-time. This simul-
taneously requires a dependable V2V datalink and a dedicated
positioning system, such as GNSS or track-borne referencing
system in the rail industry. As stated in Section II, the inputs
from GNSS and track-borne transponders present limitations in
accuracy or availability. As an example, the team of Do et al.
integrated GPS with IEEE 802.11p DSRC links for simultaneous
localization, ranging, and communication in transit street trams
[35]. Due to GPS-dependency, the system only functions in
open-air areas, and their update rate was limited to 2 Hz in the
absence of high-end GNSS modules.

In radio RTD approaches, accurate ranging must claim ex-
ceptional temporal resolution of the radio in order to calcu-
late precise propagation time. Traditional narrow-band radio
frequency systems such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi cannot pro-
vide such resolution. With large bandwidth and extremely short
impulses, communication-based UWB-IR technology achieves
sub-nanosecond level in time resolution [36]. This advantage
supports centimeter-level accuracy in distance ranging, making
it the primary technology in RTD-based ranging methods in
recent years [37], [38]. The wide bandwidth also supports suffi-
cient data throughput to maintain both a high ranging update rate
(e.g., 10 Hz) and ad-hoc networking capabilities in the field [39].
These metrics rank in the top-tier of wireless solutions among
the state-of-the-arts. In addition, UWB’s independence from
the positioning-infrastructure or communication-infrastructure
granted itself desirable flexibility and freedom [40]. Therefore,
with promising performance, a cooperative V2V ranging system
supported by the standalone communication-based UWB-IR
technology shall fulfill the specific research scope for self-
propelled rail vehicles.

C. Research Novelty and Justification

In retrospect, although egocentric systems can detect het-
erogeneous objects with non-intrusive detection, it is always
less definitive than a communication-based approach that can
acquire ranging results directly from targets, enabling mutual
presence awareness [41]. In our concerned scenarios of self-
propelled rail vehicles, the fleet-level vehicle management un-
der railroad companies guarantees the homogeneity of ranging
participants. Therefore, a generic detection function is not im-
perative for our selected use case.

Commercial UWB-based cooperative V2V ranging systems
in the rail industry came out as early as 2011 in the U.S.,
serving the collision avoidance function [42]. However, very
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TABLE I
CROSS COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR STUDY AND RELATED V2V RANGING SYSTEMS

few studies have been published in the scientific community
detailing the engineering architecture, functional effectiveness,
or performance metrics for UWB and its associated components.
In recent years, UWB-IR transceiver cost has been dramatically
reduced [43]. To understand the design methodology, system
performance, integration options, and room for improvement of
such UWB-rail applications, we present our design of a custom
communication-based, cooperative UWB-IR RTD V2V ranging
system, and have it successfully tested by self-propelled MOW
rail vehicles. To tackle the niche problem, our study presents the
following integrated advantages:
� High fidelity and excellence in ranging accuracy.
� A standalone, fully-distributed system that overcomes de-

pendence on GNSS and infrastructure. This brings deploy-
ment flexibility, the ability to counter GNSS-denial, and
cost-savings from peripheral systems.

� Mutual awareness and communication capabilities among
rail vehicles for cooperativeness.

For the particular application, our work validates the techno-
logical feasibility, benchmarks UWB’s performance, and raises
the ranging accuracy and functional effectiveness to a higher
bar. The methodology that migrates immobile UWB positioning
design to a mobile ranging system is original. Specifically, we
propose a novel solution to the accuracy impacts of vehicle
dimensions under close proximity. This problem has not been
addressed by current works in scope.

Compared to egocentric ranging, our work trades-off the
detection heterogeneity with vehicle communication capabil-
ity and environmental robustness. Within cooperative ranging
methods, our standalone solution breaks the dependence on in-
frastructure support. The cross comparisons between the work in
this paper and related V2V ranging implementations are summa-
rized in Table I. To sum up, we advocate a communication-based,
cooperative UWB V2V ranging approach for self-propelled
rail vehicles with high fidelity, precise ranging accuracy, and
simplicity attributive to the particular use case characteristics.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND METHODOLOGY

This section presents the details of architecture and algorithms
in our UWB-IR V2V ranging system with an infrastructure-
free, decentralized, and cooperative design for self-propelled
rail vehicles. By design, each vehicle initiates ranging activities
against the others within an established ad-hoc UWB network,
and also responds to external ranging activities that come from
the other vehicles.

Each vehicle’s onboard subsystem consists of three major
components: 1). two UWB master devices, 2). two UWB slave
devices, and 3). one onboard computer. Each vehicle end (“A” or
“B”) is equipped with one master and one slave device, respec-
tively. The placement of devices is quasi-centrosymmetric to the
vehicle body, providing transceivers with the best line-of-sight
(LOS) conditions among vehicles. Fig. 2 illustrates the system
layout for an example of two adjacent vehicles.

During the UWB ranging operation, one vehicle measures the
distance against another using UWB RTD calculation, powered
by an auto-polling UWB-IR messaging service initiated from
the master device to the slave device. When a master device
transmits a timestamped UWB ranging request, it awaits any
timestamped UWB response from slave devices. Thus, the RTD
distance of one master/slave1 pair is calculated by the two-way-
ranging (TWR) expression (1):

δd =

(
T receive
master − T transmit

master

)− (
T transmit
slave − T receive

slave

)
2

× c

(1)
where δd denotes the device-to-device distance during the rang-
ing cycle. T receive

master denotes the timestamp when the master

1This project uses the conventional terms “master” and “slave” to denote
primary and secondary UWB nodes respectively, with an implication of subor-
dinative relationship. The terms are employed due to their widespread use and
understanding in the engineering industry, and in no way reflect our beliefs or
attitudes towards historical events or peoples. The terms are purely technical
and must not carry any implications beyond their technical meanings.
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Fig. 2. Components and system layout of the UWB V2V ranging implementation for two example vehicles. The individual position of the devices relative to the
vehicle is illustrated at each corner.

Fig. 3. UWB RTD distance ranging using the TWR algorithm. Packet abstrac-
tion shown here illustrates the UWB propagation delay used for ranging distance
calculation.

device received packets from the slave device, and so forth. c
denotes the speed of light as the UWB packet propagates. The
process of the TWR algorithm and timestamp notations of (1)
are illustrated in Fig. 3 (adapted from [44]).

During the TWR measurements, the master and slave de-
vices are also configured to exchange application-specific data
(called Informative Position) for onboard computers to process
device-to-device distances into V2V distances. This component
is designed to offset vehicle dimensions and maintain fine V2V
ranging accuracy when vehicles get close. Accuracy supported
by this function is very effective for collision avoidance amid
accidents, risk control for close-call movements, and operation
scenarios such as vehicle aggregation, grouping, and train con-
sist assembly.

DWM1001-DEV UWB-IR transceiver modules by Decawave
(Qorvo) are chosen in this study. They can be versatilely de-
ployed as master mode or slave mode with our firmware. Rasp-
berry Pi 3B+ serves as the onboard computer to provide power
supply and host data processing services.

A. Data Engineering

Inside Decawave’s original TWR-based UWB positioning
system (DRTLS) [45], a mobile UWB tag infers its coordi-
nates from two sets of input: 1). TWR ranging measurements
with fixed UWB anchors 2). Coordinates of UWB anchors
piggybacked by the UWB TWR messages. Our V2V ranging
design preserved this original DRLTS networking protocol, but
converted the UWB tag into master, and the UWB anchor into
slave, with additional data modification described as follows.

DRTLS originally assigned 4 bytes for each Cartesian co-
ordinate dimension (X, Y, Z) of UWB anchors in their TWR
response to tags. This enables a 12-byte programmable datafield
for each slave device to respond to its polling master. With strict
frugality on the 12-byte budget, we repurposed this datafield to
accommodate extra variables by balancing the precision and the
value range for each field. In sum:
� Our design replaced the original absolute device coordina-

tion system with a new one relative to vehicle.
� Another three application variables have been fit in.
� Three bytes are spared for future extensibilities.

This application-specific data design is called Informative
Position, covering the following variable definitions for
both master and slave devices:

� Relative mounting position (Fig. 4, bottom):
◦ Modified X-axis position:

Longitudinal distance to the nearest vehicle coupler.
◦ Modified Y-axis position:

Lateral offset against the rail track centerline.
◦ Modified Z-axis position:

Vertical elevation towards the top of the rail head.
� Device mounting side (“A” or “B” end) of the vehicle.
� Vehicle length.
� Vehicle identifier (ID).
The byte allocation plan is elaborated in Table II and Fig. 4

(top). To encode the field measurements of Informative Positions
for each device, we designed an Android application to flash
different modes with their respective Informative Position data
into UWB devices using Bluetooth.

B. Networking and V2V Ranging Algorithms

Before serving V2V ranging functions, slave devices must
establish an ad-hoc UWB TWR ranging network to prepare
synchronized clocks for the master device to poll. Reachable
slave devices constantly maintain and adapt the ad-hoc UWB
network as vehicles move. A ranging cycle can only be com-
pleted when the slave devices maintain a fresh network. If the
network gets stale and the slave device loses its seat, it switches
back to network initialization mode until its seat is reclaimed.

In one ranging cycle, a master device broadcasts a request
and receives the customized UWB TWR response data from
each visible slave device. A master device of vehicle i calculates
the V2V distance δdi,j (more specifically, coupler-to-coupler
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Fig. 4. Visualized byte customization in informative position compared to the
original design (top) with sample values; the illustration of the sample device
installation and axes definition relative to the rail vehicle (bottom).

TABLE II
INFORMATIVE POSITION DATA CATEGORIES AND BYTE ALLOCATION

distance) from a slave device of the adjacent vehicle j by:

δdi,j =
√

d2
uwb − y2

diff − z2
diff − xdiff (2)

where duwb denotes the direct UWB TWR distance from the
master device to the slave device; xdiff , ydiff , and zdiff denote

the axis offsets of Informative Position along the corresponding
dimensions.

Between two adjacent vehicles, there are four practical rang-
ing scenarios to be considered, as illustrated in Fig. 5. For
each scenario, dimensional offsets are calculated differently.
In Fig. 5, Informative Position values of the devices’ axes
are denoted accordingly, such as xi

masterA
, which represents

the X-axis Informative Position value for the “A” End mas-
ter device on vehicle i. The other notations can be inferred
correspondingly.

By design, any pair of master/slave devices among the four
scenarios can simultaneously generate the same V2V/coupler-
to-coupler distance. These four scenarios complement each
other to support system redundancy. Noticeably, from Vi’s per-
spective, Scenario #1 represents the only device pair with the
best line-of-sight (LOS) condition to Vj , which is considered
the main pair. The other pairs are designated as auxiliary pairs.
One rail vehicle can take either selective pairs or all the pairs to
aggregate the V2V ranging results.

Since appliances on a vehicle may block the direct LOS radio
path for auxiliary pairs, these V2V ranging results might not be
as reliable as those of the main pair due to UWB’s sensitivity
to non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions. Therefore, results from
both the main pair and all the aggregated pairs will be analyzed
in the field-testing.

The original DRTLS system’s time-division multiple access
(TDMA) protocol supports an update rate up to 10 Hz for tag’s
positioning. Theoretically, the aggregated update rate can reach
40 Hz between two vehicles. The pseudocodes of networking
and ranging algorithms for both slave and master devices are
elaborated in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. Their interactions
are illustrated in Fig. 6 with a block diagram.

In the algorithm pseudocodes, seat_id denotes a volatile/ad-
hoc ID of slave devices to form the UWB TWR network.
seat_id must be unanimously agreed by all slave devices to
start serving masters. seat_map denotes the set of key-value
pairs that maps seat_id with mac_addr for all slave devices.
mac_addr denotes the device media access control address,
which is persistent and non-volatile. info_pos denotes Informa-
tive Position defined in this study. clk_epoch denotes the local
clock of devices. It is the target variable for clock synchroniza-
tion. master_twr_init denotes the TWR initialization requests
from master to slave devices. Rx/Tx_timestamps denotes the
timestamps on slave devices for receiving a TWR request from
and responding the TWR request to a master device. v2v_dist
denotes the concerned vehicle-to-vehicle ranging distance re-
ported by our system.

C. Vehicle End/Side Detection

In safe railroad operations, it is critical to gain awareness
of an on-track vehicle’s orientation for V2V distance ranging.
In our system, the closest end of an adjacent vehicle can be
inferred by the host vehicle using the ranging data received from
multiple pairs of master/slave devices. Once the closest end of
the adjacent vehicle is calculated by the host vehicle, the safety
distance between the correct ends of both vehicles can be reliably
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Fig. 5. Four V2V ranging scenarios and their axis offset calculations from Vi to Vj (ranging from Vj to Vi is not shown).

Fig. 6. Block diagram of vehicle/device interactions in V2V ranging system.

processed from only one ranging pair of master/slave devices
thereafter.

To infer the correct end (either “A” or “B”) of rail vehicles
under the byte budget, we compressed the modified Z-axis value

Algorithm 1: Slave Devices – UWB Cooperative V2V
Ranging.

to carry the additional information of the device’s mounting end.
The implementation of encoding and decoding algorithms is
explained below:

zencode := argmin
i∈Z∗

(
3 ×

[
i

3

]
+ Smeas. − zmeas.

)
,

zmeas. ∈ Z∗, Smeas. ∈ {0, 1, 2} (3)
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Algorithm 2: Master Devices – UWB Cooperative V2V
Rnging.

Sdecode = zencode mod 3, zencode ∈ Z∗ (4)

where zencode denotes the encoded Z-axis value in centimeters.
zmeas. denotes the field-surveyed Z-axis Informative Position
value of the device. Smeas. denotes the factual mounting end
of the device on the vehicle. Sdecode denotes the mounting end
of the device inferred by the UWB ranging system on the other
vehicle. S variable has three legal values: 0, 1, and 2, in which
2 maps to “A” end, 1 maps to “B” end, and 0 represents invalid
values. This compression encoding algorithm only introduces
less than 2 cm of error along Z-axis. Such error constitutes an
even smaller projective error along X-axis, which is the most
concerned dimension in this study.

The holistic design of Informative Position and its associated
algorithms empower the collaboration of auxiliary pairs and the
main pair between two vehicles. With the help of the customized
application data (Vehicle ID, Vehicle Length, and Device Mount-
ing Side), vehicles mutually determine their respective ranging
scenarios as illustrated in Fig. 5, and conduct the distance cal-
culation to convert raw UWB inputs into accurate V2V ranging
distances. Employing the redundancy from multiple input pairs
and the confined motion freedom of on-track rail vehicles,
the V2V ranging results can create an enriched perception to
further accommodate track curvature, fleet scalability, and track
distinction in rail yards.

V. FIELD-TESTING DESIGN

In collaboration with Norfolk Southern Railway, a major
freight railroad company in the United States, we conducted
a field-testing to evaluate the technological credibility of UWB,
the design effectiveness, and the overall system performance. A
section of straight, flat, and open-air standard-gauge rail track in
Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania, USA was chosen as the testing site.
Two self-propelled MOW rail vehicles: track tamper (V1) and
ballast regulator (V2) were drafted to carry out the test. Their
max speeds top at 30 mph (48 km/h).

In the field-testing, we focused on benchmarking the per-
formance metrics for the designed system, including ranging
accuracy, max ranging distances, speed responsiveness, update
rate, and overall effectiveness of Informative Position data.
We also intended to verify the system’s capability to improve
drivers’ distance awareness, and to explore if a realistic rail en-
vironment can cause significant impacts on UWB’s propagation
and jeopardize its communication.

Fig. 7. System deployment on field-testing vehicles and onboard display:
(a) Testing vehicles. (b) Virtual vehicle setup. (c) UWB device onboard in-
stallation. (d) Onboard V2V ranging display.

To provide desired LOS propagation conditions, UWB mas-
ter and slave devices were installed around the peripheral of
vehicles’ cabs with decent elevation, configured with accurate
Informative Position from field surveys by millimeter-level laser
range finders. The setup, layout, site conditions, and onboard
ranging display of the field-testing are shown in Fig. 7.

Two categories of test, Static Test and Moving Test, were car-
ried out in the field-testing. In Static Test, both vehicles sat still
when the V2V ranging system collected data against each other.
Laser range finders were used to measure the reference distance
among vehicles. We positioned V2 at 13 different locations to
collect the V2V ranging data against V1. For each location, 2
minutes of V2V ranging data were continuously collected.

In Moving Test, we operated the moving vehicle (V2) at
varying speeds against the static vehicle (V1), intended to test the
speed responsiveness when the vehicles move. Seven (7) tests
were conducted at varying speeds in both directions of the track.
For safety reasons, the physical static vehicle (V1) was replaced
by a virtual vehicle at higher testing speeds (V3, illustrated
in Fig. 7(b)). The virtual vehicle consists of 4 UWB devices
mounted on tripods, positioned outside the track loading gauge,
simulating the contour of a dummy vehicle. Five (5) additional
tests were conducted using this virtual setup. The conducted
tests and setups are summarized in Table III.

To acquire the instant location and speed of a vehicle when it
moves, we designed an ad-hoc camera-based onboard location
reference system, illustrated in Fig. 8. During vehicle move-
ments, the reference system uses an onboard downward-facing
camera to capture pre-surveyed ground markers with a synchro-
nized clock, at a rate of 15 FPS. The ground markers were
installed along the testing track with a fixed separation of 4 ft
(1.21 m). In the field-testing, we covered a 150 ft (45.7 m) track
section with markers for vehicle movement references.

Intermediate reference locations between adjacent markers
are interpolated by timestamps. Same as the onboard UWB de-
vices, the Informative Position of the camera was also surveyed
and recorded. We developed a simple machine vision algorithm
to infer the camera’s positions relative to the markers from the
video frames. Subsequently, the surveyed Informative Position
of the camera is used to calculate the instant location and speed of
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TABLE III
FIELD-TESTING SETUP AND CONFIGURATION

Fig. 8. Ground location reference system for moving vehicle. Background
image courtesy of American-Rails.com.

the moving vehicle, and hence the V2V distance to be compared
with results from the UWB ranging system.

VI. TEST RESULT ANALYSES AND SIMULATION EVALUATION

A. Ranging Accuracy and Functional Integrity

We evaluate the V2V ranging accuracy from the following
field-testing results:
� The V2V ranging accuracy at the application-level.
� The effectiveness of the correction function to convert raw

device-to-device distance to V2V ranging distance.
The ranging error is considered as the difference between the

ranging measurements and the ground references. The ground
references come from either laser range finders in Static Tests,
or camera frame interpolations in Moving Tests. The accuracy
summary from our field-testing is presented in Table IV.

TABLE IV
ACCURACY SUMMARY, CATEGORIZED BY VEHICLES AND DEVICE PAIRS

Fig. 9. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the difference between the
V2V distance measured by our UWB system and the ground references.

In 13 Static Tests, the average V2V ranging error on both
vehicles rendered less than 10 cm for both the main and ag-
gregated pairs (all 4 pairs). The error standard deviation (STD)
was controlled at 20 cm, which is considered satisfying for our
design scope. In 7 Moving Tests, the average error and error
STD went up to the 40 cm-level and 250 cm-level, respectively.
The overall ranging error of the system is illustrated in Fig. 9 in
the form of CDF curves: as for the 80%-quantile error, V1 and
V2 were measured with 16.8 cm and 21.9 cm in Static Tests. In
Moving Tests, the numbers increased to 41.5 cm and 56.5 cm,
respectively.

In this case study, the effectiveness of the Informative Position
ranging distance correction is shown in Fig. 11 using Moving
Test results, as our system converted the raw UWB device-to-
device ranging distances to the V2V ranging distances. Before
the system correction, the raw UWB ranging error was at 250
cm-level. The final result of the V2V ranging error was confined
within 80 cm after the correction.

Noticeably, we observed a quasi-linear relationship between
the ranging error and the factual distance, where the error became
larger when two vehicles got closer. The system correction also
reduced such effect by flattening the linear slope from -0.0178 to
-0.0163, an improvement of 8.4%. These observations success-
fully validated the system design effectiveness, whose functions
aim to mitigate the accuracy impacts of vehicle dimensions at
variable distances.

Compared to the Static Test, Moving Test presented both
higher error and error STD. The causes include vehicle vibra-
tions, manual survey biases, and limited accuracy for ground lo-
cation referencing (low camera FPS and discrepancies in marker
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Fig. 10. Speed measurements example (moving test #6) and aggregated speed error distribution for all moving tests.

Fig. 11. Moving test ranging error (bias) on both vehicles, before (upper left)
and after (bottom left) cooperative system correction (right).

placement). Specifically, in terms of credibility, we acknowl-
edge that the marker-based ground location reference system in
Moving Test is not on par with the laser range finders used in
Static Test. Thus, we argue that although the error appeared to be
higher in Moving Test, it might result from the ground reference,
instead of the system performance. Therefore, we still deem the
downgraded average error and error STD acceptable.

B. Max Ranging Distance

The max ranging distance between vehicles is constrained
by the -41.3 dBm/MHz UWB transmitting power limits [46].
In the test results, the practical max V2V ranging distance
achieved 32.5 m in Static Test (Static Test #13, shown in Fig. 15),
and 40 m in Moving Test (max X-value shown in Fig. 13).
Meanwhile, Decawave, the vendor of UWB transceivers used
in this research, has claimed 300 m max range between devices
[47]. The gap between the claimed distance and our field-testing
data should be due to the following two factors:
� The uncontrollable radio frequency (RF) conditions in the

testing site might prematurely dampen the UWB signal
by other noises. The UWB propagation characteristics in
the testing site may not be as favorable as the vendor’s
calibration.

� Our system adopted the native TDMA networking protocol
by Decawave. However, the specific TDMA protocol is
optimized for positioning services at fixed sites. It may
impose constraints on the max range in our modified mobile
system.

To unleash the max potentials of UWB-IR technology for the
selected V2V ranging use case, we argue that improvements
in our implementations can be made using better antennas
and higher transmitting power to achieve longer range, and a
purpose-built networking protocol should resolve unnecessary
radio collisions, and extend the max range.

C. Relative Speed Responsiveness

Awareness of relative speed is significant for the safety of
self-propelled rail vehicles, helping operators to brake accord-
ingly. In Moving Test, the instant relative speeds between two
vehicles were measured by the time differential of V2V ranging
distances. Fig. 10 (left) shows an example (Moving Test #6)
of the UWB-measured V2V ranging distance and instant speed
data by ground reference. In the example, V2 approached V1
at 6 mph (2.7 m/s) from 40+ meters away. The UWB speed
measurements in the V2V ranging system strictly followed the
ground-referred data. The errors present a normal distribution
with close-to-zero means and minimal STD, as shown in Fig. 10
(right). Therefore, the relative speed measurement between ve-
hicles in our implementation is considered precise and accurate.

D. Multipath Effect

For individual master/slave device pairs, the V2V ranging
results strictly followed normal distribution. The multipath
effect of UWB can be observed from the normal distribution
data clusters generated by auxiliary pairs, where the multipath
delay of UWB leads to higher ranging distances, and contributes
to higher average error in the ranging results (Fig. 12). In this
example, ranging results of V1 from Static Test #5 recorded
2 additional channel paths for the master/slave device pair of
9B0F/1912 (i.e., Scenario #3, Fig. 5). As compared to the direct
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Fig. 12. Data sample of static test #5 showing the multipath effect: Receiver
vehicle: V1.

Fig. 13. Moving test: Normalized update rate (categorized by pairs) vs. sur-
veyed distances.

path (0C1A/1912), the additional channel paths of 9B0F/1912
are 40 cm-longer and 80 cm-longer respectively.

With the conservative safety views, the V2V ranging system
can always filter out ranging results from larger-value clusters to
choose the shortest distances from the direct path. Downstream
V2V ranging data consumers always get the minimum distance
that this system can report. Such a naive approach can be deemed
valid when the system serves a safety-critical function such as
collision avoidance.

E. System Capacity, Redundancy, and Stability

UWB communications always desire LOS conditions. Our
seat-based decentralized networking protocol is also sensitive
to packet collisions and transceiver synchronization. Although
the proposed system equips each vehicle with two sets of master
and slave devices in favor of LOS and redundancy (Fig. 5), it is
imperative to derive the capacity and capabilities under varied
operational conditions and how these variables can converge.
Therefore, we developed a full-scale replica in Gazebo-ROS2 to
cover the unvisited scenarios from field-testing.

The simulation intends to explore the performance boundary
and functional stability of our V2V ranging system considering
the following variables: relative vehicle speed, max UWB range,
ranging update rate, and collision avoidance effectiveness. The
simulation is built as follows:

2https://github.com/hegxiten/uwb_v2v_ros_sim

Fig. 14. Simulated results of effective V2V ranging cut-in distance at varied
approach speeds. A simple assumed stopping distance (at 0.2g deceleration)
outlines the effective area when used as a collision avoidance system (CAS).

� A complete replica of TDMA networking algorithms.
� Two simulated vehicles, one moving straight towards the

other at varied speeds (1 m/s to 80 m/s, 80 steps).
� Simulated packet loss and collision probability model for

both networking stages and master-slave interaction stages
(a linear inverse model over node spacings).

� Real representations of UWB network seat cap, max UWB
ranges (50 m to 250 m, 5 steps), and rates of handshaking
and broadcasting (0.2-sec stale threshold for synchroniza-
tion, 10 Hz master base reporting rate).

� Define effective V2V ranging cut-in distance as the mo-
mentary distance when both vehicles receive at least 5 Hz
of V2V ranging reports during approach. Subsequent V2V
ranging rates ramp up to 40 Hz.

With 15 epochs on each simulation step, the theoretical limits
of the system have been derived as Figs. 14 and 16, explained
as follows:
� At 50 m max UWB range, the system can support V2V

ranging up to 37.5 mph relative speed (before the network-
ing period exhausts the time).

� At 50 m max UWB range, if stopping distance is considered
as a constraint, vehicles should not operate at more than 6
m/s (14 mph) relative speed free of collision risk.

� Results simulated under 50 m max UWB range generally
conform with our field-testing observations, proving the
suitability of the chosen use case (self-propelled rail vehi-
cles at medium-to-slow operating speed).

� The gap between the system’s cut-in distance and max
UWB range (annotated by arrows) reflects the time
overhead for individual UWB transceivers to establish the
decentralized network for ranging support. Higher speed
and lower UWB range contribute to higher costs in perfor-
mance, i.e., the networking overhead.

� The region above the intersections between stopping dis-
tance curves and fitted distance-speed curves indicates
the effective zone of our V2V ranging system to support
the CAS function. With a more reliable stopping distance
model, its applicability can also scale up.
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Fig. 15. Static test: Overview of UWB input counts, categorized by pairs.

Fig. 16. Aggregated simulated results of stablized update rates (at 95th per-
centile) when the max UWB range is preset as 50 m (close to field observations).
The lowered aggregated update rates with higher approach speeds or longer V2V
distances effectively reflect the observed connection drops in individual runs at
field-testing.

Fig. 16 shows the cap of instantaneous update rates (95th
percentile) for the system at varied speeds under the preset 50-
m max UWB range. Using the update rate as the evaluation
metric, it indicates the best theoretical performance of the system
converged at varied speeds and ranging distances after enough
simulation runs.

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

In this study, we chose UWB-IR technology to design
and assess a communication-based cooperative V2V rang-
ing system for self-propelled rail vehicles. The advantages of
UWB technology in ranging and the application uniqueness of

self-propelled rail vehicles (e.g., the dimensions, motion pat-
terns, and rail-specific operational roles) jointly inspired the
case study and fused the fitness-to-purpose of the system. The
design evolved from a real-time UWB positioning system by
Decawave, flavored by the particular application patterns and
algorithm design. Its effectiveness has been validated in the
field-testing, and its stability has been derived from Gazebo-ROS
simulation. Specifically, the following system characteristics
have been benchmarked:
� Ranging accuracy (centimeter-level average errors, with 20

cm-level error STD).
� Update rate and redundancy (10 Hz in the specification;

reached 20 Hz by auxiliary redundancy).
� Speed responsiveness (0.05 mph-level average error, with

0.5 mph-level error STD).
� Theoretical max ranging distance, system effectiveness

by relative speeds, and conditional limits under stopping
distance.

The 40 m max ranging distance observed in field-testing may
restrict the system’s application scale. In practice, there are
scenarios when self-propelled on-track rail vehicles move with
a separation of more than 40 m. As the simulation result shows,
broader application scenarios require a longer range of UWB
communication or shorter UWB protocol networking time over-
head. The improvement options include directional antennas,
better device installation plans, higher legalized transmission
power, and fine-tuned networking algorithms.

In addition, complicated operational scenarios should be con-
sidered in future testing and validation work. The topics include
but are not limited to:
� Variety of track geometry:

A longer-distance rail-based V2V ranging system should
consider curvatures and gradients to rectify safety-critical
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measurements. The consideration to accommodate track
geometry resembles the concepts of Informative Position
design to account for vehicle dimensions.

� Fleet-level scalability:
Due to the restricted resources, our case study has only
employed two vehicles. The scalability of the system could
not be tested at a mass level. With the simulation platform,
we plan to conduct future research to answer how many
vehicles can range simultaneously without overloading the
network, and we also plan to keep improving the network-
ing algorithm iteratively under scaled contexts.

� Complexity of rail yard operations:
The current system is able to distinguish between “A”
and “B” end of an adjacent vehicle. This feature should
acclimate to multi-track scenarios such as rail yard with
parallel tracks, switches, and complex route topologies.

During field-testing, scenarios of occasional missing data
have been observed. Missing data indicated UWB connection
drops, when the master devices could not receive V2V ranging
responses from any slave devices. We noticed the data loss also
happened before the system reached the observed max ranging
distances. We presume that the major cause of such data loss is
not the limit of UWB transmission power. Rather, the TDMA
networking protocol might not have well-sustained the dynamics
in these test cases. The connection drop may come from the
contention-prone mechanism where slaves establish the network
to sync clocks and serve masters. In our simulation, the simpli-
fied packet loss probability model could also reproduce similar
behaviors occasionally. The overall behaviors are reflected in
the simulated update rates over distances (Fig. 16), and the
distribution is highly model-dependent.

Envisioning future analyses and mitigations on the connection
drop, we propose the following methods for preliminary system
modeling and simulation adaptation. For instance, within the
max theoretical peer-to-peer UWB ranges (such as 300 m de-
clared by the manufacturer [47]), optimizing the stability of the
ad-hoc UWB network established between vehicles shall have
the following form of objective:

min Pdrop = F (δdi,j , δvi,j , nslave, nmaster,mslave,

mmaster,Δtinit, Gt, p) (5)

wherePdrop denotes the variable probability of connection drop
between vehicle i and j. δdi,j and δvi,j denote the factual
distance and the factual relative speed between vehicle i and
j. n denotes the number of UWB nodes joined in the network.
m denotes the number of UWB nodes trying to join the network.
Δtinit is the configured polling rate on masters. Gt abstracts the
current spatial topology for all devices. p represents the basic
connection drop probability of UWB communication in simple
peer-to-peer conditions. Typically:
� δdi,j is constrained by vehicle practical distances.
� δvi,j is constrained by vehicle practical speeds.
� Δtinit is configured by the system, up to 0.1 sec (10 Hz).
� Gt is constrained by the track geometry and past states.
� p can be acquired from lab testing.

nslave, nmaster,mslave, mmaster could jointly be acquired
from a finite-state machine M = (S, s0, st, Gt,mt, nt, f)
based on historical states and current observations, where S
represents the set of networking states formed by UWB de-
vices and vehicles, depending on the exhaustive enumeration
of ranging status and network freshness. s0 is the initial state
describing the items above. st, mt, nt describe the momentary
state t as the input to the current optimization objectives. f is the
state transition function pending detailed modeling. In general,
although it leaves an open-ended question for now, the foregoing
discussions should guide the course of future follow-up studies
and expect vivid research efforts.

In future work, we will focus on the chosen TDMA network-
ing algorithms and protocol design to investigate the causes of
connection degradation following the guidelines above. Further
computer modeling and simulation work will be carried out
based on the proposed optimization methodology. Trimming
the UWB networking protocol to better fit the cooperative, dis-
tributed characteristics in the V2V ranging applications should
presumably resolve connection issues and improve the general
performance. To further promote the system, sensor fusion con-
cepts will also be considered to maximize the applicability and
generality of the development in both academia and industry.
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